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About This Content

The full soundtrack (contains 16 tracks) for The Huntsman: Winter's Curse from the talented composer Adgio Hutchings. All
tracks provided as high quality MP3 files located in your Huntsman: Winter's Curse game directory.

01. Battle theme
02. Battle Won
03. Boss Battle
04. Countryside
05. Dangerous
06. Dramatica
07. Enchanted

08. Final Boss Battle
09. Foreboding
10. Game Over
11. Level Up

12. The Castle
13. The Cavern

14. The Huntsman: Winter's Curse
15. The town

16. Whimsical
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I bought this game hungry for some old school JRPG-s. It started good, there is a good variance between difrent charcters and i
liked skill system and secrets. In a while some may find game maybe too linear, because it is composed mostly like this: battle
zone-safe zone etc. But it is fun because you can play one stage, save and continue later without the sense off missing something
out.
All in all, I recommed this game to anyone who wants to play a casual JRPG- battle oriented game.. When I first got this game
as a little kid, it would not run on the terrible machine my parents had. Being a little kid, me and my cousin somehow got a kick
out of playing games in the park using the manual. When I finally did get the thing running like a year later, it beat all
expectations.

Visually impressive, a strategy-based game lacking any of the annoyences I find in many other RTS, a style of gameplay that
I've not seen anywhere else, immensely satisfying action and, if you screw up, some nail biting moments where you try and
make it to a port as just a broken husk of a ship. I must have 100s of hours of this on my physical copy. I've avoided playing
more and more over the years as I feared the disc finally kicking in and me never getting to play it again.

And now, here it is, on steam! Particularly impressive considering this is a movie tie-in, but with disney they've managed a
couple of decent movie tie-in games, but this one has always stood far above the rest. And nothing beats getting a few friends
together, all playing as a single torpedo boat, trying to blast each other apart while dodging enemy torpedos.

I never say this on steam but...I'd say it's worth full price.. Interface sucks.. The good:
It's a classic side scroller. The graphics are really crisp and sharp. It can be beaten without tricks. The enemies are varied, as are
the weapons. Stages are varied, although more so in the second half of the game. It'd be a game you could let your kid play. The
longer you play, the more you'll get used to the controls and enjoy playing.

The bad:
It's got some bugs. It suffers from a severe lack of polish. Some levels you'll have to restart simply because you used keys on
doors that are pointless (trial and error). The controls take a bit to get used to due to a weird jump that has you glide down.

Overall, it's not one I'd recommend, but it's not as bad as some of the reviews indicate. I mean, if you got it for a dollar or
two...it's worth it.. Man......This is a great game. From start to finish.
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At first, I thought this game will be fun. Then I died. And died. Over and over and over again, because the jump button, well...
when you press it on ice, it doesn't do anything. This alone made me dislike the game in the end. Still, it has a good story,
graphics and soundtrack are both pretty darn good.. THIS GAME IS A 2008 PEICE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥!. Fun little puzzle game.
The story is interesting.
Some puzzle have no ingame clues, so you need to guess, but other wise fun.
But wait for it to be on sale.. \u0420\u0430\u0434\u0438 \u0430\u0447\u0438\u0432\u043e\u043a -
\u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e \u043a\u0443\u043f\u0438\u0442\u044c, \u0430 \u0442\u0430\u043a
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 - \u0431\u0430\u0433\u0430\u043d\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0445\u0435\u0440\u043e\u0442\u0430.. I only have 2 hours in the game so far but it is amazing so far! The graphics were
rough at first (1080) because of the issues they were having but promptly fixed it and it looks amazing now. I have in-game set
to 220 scaling with graphic settings maxed out and it runs great. I like the puzzles mixed in and like that they aren't too hard to
where you get frustrated. The gameplay is slow but I like that for an exploration game like this. I like starting out in a desert
with similar feeling to The Solus Project and then making your way into the city. The sound is great. I only have 1 small
complaint so far and it's really small but I had a hard time turning around the dune buggy in tight areas. Everyone begs for a
story-driven game for the Vive and the devs delivered. I definitely recommend this game! Good job guys.. For the price of the
game and the concept. It is a really good game, as it just came out it has very strong potentiol and long future. There is a few
things that ned to be added in as soon as possible like a save feature, a multiplayer feature where you can explore and destroy or
even trade with other planets.

More things that should be added for futre updates, more buildings, defenses and other items. More customization options like
make your planet bigger, change the colour of the platforms and stuff like that. But this game is really good for the money. I
would buy again.. 6180 to moon is a charming game, but has a layer of difficulty behind it.

In this game we play as the moon. We are on the search to find the sun which has stopped shining and it made the earth worried.

The game is a platforming game where you try to reach the portal at the end of the level. You avoid spikes and other stuff to
reach the portal. But this game has a twist if you jump of a level you will appear at the top of it and vice versa.

The soundtrack is very relaxing and even if the levels get frustrating the music does somewhat calm you down.

With graphics there's not much I can say, cause there's basically nothing to say about them.

The game is fun and for the price it's worth the pick up, but there are a few bad things I want to address.

The game is short, only 1 hour long, but there are reverse levels after you finish the first batch of the levels.

Not to mention the story dialogue sometimes glitches and you have restart the game to fix the problem.

Overall the game is fun and for the price I highly suggest trying it out.

Final Rating:
7\/10 - Worth Playing

If you liked this review please consider giving it a thumbs up and if you disliked post in the comments on what you disliked
about this review.

For more reviews follow Snort's Review curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!
. Well this one is impressive, a really good castle defense game that feels very much like the wc3 custom scenarios back in the
day. I didnt have any expectations and it truly shocked me the depth and just time warp it puts you in. Very fun, look forward to
giving multiplayer a try, will update my review when I do.

All that said, the negative review is correct about resolution.... if you dont want to play in a window, the game does look a little
rough. I tend to play in windowed for most games just to make alt tabbing easier so it wasnt an issue to me but I could see how it
could be to others.
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Great defense game overall, and certainly worth its low asking price.. A cute little 8bit game themed around Halloween. I don't
think there are too many games that are actually based around the holiday of Halloween. It's a standard platformer that gives you
plenty of health so it's a little on the easy side. The pixel art is great! It gets me in the Halloween spirit with all the different
horror themed stages and monsters. It's pretty short, but for $2.99 it's well worth the price tag. Plus, the developer intends to add
another level or two.

Get this game if you want:
-A simple, short, and easy platformer with good pixel art and a quaint Halloween theme.

Don't get it if you're looking for:
-A really difficult and/or long platformer or a game more oriented around actual "scary atmosphere" rather than just a simple
Halloween theme.. This is a much needed improvment to the amazing but somewhat stale Endless Ledgend formula. This adds
so much new depth with the shadows and makes how you plan your attack varied from the other factions. The other small things
like pillaging and new techs spice up the game play. Overall I would recomend this but not at full price. If it is less then 10
dollars then get it but unless you play this game alot it is not worth it. This does go on sale often so keep this on your radar if you
just want some variety.
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